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Diving into M
astery - Diving

Adult Guidance with Question Prom
pts

Children w
ill sort 2D shapes into the correct category and 

should be able to explain their choices. To do this practically, 
you could m

ake a 'shape sorter' m
achine (draw

n on paper or 
w

ith a cardboard box) and provide children w
ith draw

ings of 2D 
shapes, getting them

 to sort the shapes practically. 

W
hat are the nam

es of these 2D shapes?

W
hat does a triangle look like? How

 m
any sides/corners does it 

have? Are its sides straight or curved?

Can you describe the shape you have chosen and sort it into 
the correct group?

Can you see a triangle? How
 do you know

 it is a triangle?

Can you see a shape that is not a triangle? W
hat shape is it? 

How
 do you know

 it is not a triangle?

Can you see any shapes that look the sam
e as/different to this?

Can you think of a different w
ay to sort the shapes?
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Diving into M
astery - Deeper

Adult Guidance with Question Prom
pts

You could provide children w
ith draw

ings of the 2D shapes 
show

n. Get them
 to sort them

 into the groups that Carlos chose. 
Ask them

 to say w
hat they think the labels w

ould be to go w
ith 

the groups. Children resort the sam
e shapes into the correct 

groups. Children could then sort the shapes into groups of their 
choosing, explaining how

 they have sorted them
. Children could 

sort by shape, colour or size.

W
hat are the nam

es of these 2D shapes?

W
hat is the sam

e about the shapes in the first group? Do they 
have straight or curved edges? How

 m
any edges do they have? 

Do they have any corners?

W
hy don’t the other shapes fit in this group?

W
hat labels could you w

rite to show
 how

 the groups are sorted?

Can you choose tw
o different groups to sort the shapes into?

Can you think of m
ore than tw

o different groups to sort the 
shapes into?
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Diving into M
astery - Deepest

Adult Guidance with Question Prom
pts

To do this practically, you could set up tw
o sorting hoops 

w
ith labels as show

n and place draw
ings of 2D shapes in the 

hoops. M
ake a note of children’s responses to the questions on 

the card. Get children to w
ork in pairs. Using the sam

e labels, 
they should place som

e shapes in the correct hoop and som
e 

incorrectly, and get their partner to rearrange them
 so they are 

in the correct place. 

W
hat are the nam

es of these 2D shapes?

W
hich groups have they been sorted into?

W
hat does a triangle look like? How

 m
any sides/corners does it 

have? Are its sides straight or curved?

Can you see a shape in the triangle sorting circle that is in the 
w

rong place? W
hy is it in the w

rong place?

Have the shapes in the ‘not triangles’ group been correctly 
sorted? W

hich one is w
rong? How

 do you know
?

Can you think of other w
ays of sorting the shapes? W

hat w
ould 

you w
rite on the labels?
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